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Dear Global Investor,

April 28th, 2016

RE: INTAC Investment Commentary 2016-Q1
 INTAC IS DRAMATICALLY OUTPERFORMING IN 2016;
 GOLD & PRECIOUS METALS MINING SHARES AND RELATED INVESTMENTS (“G&PM”) ARE
DEFINITELY IN A NEW BULL MARKET;
 AS WE FORECASTED, IN 2015, 2016 IS ALREADY ‘SWEET 16’ FOR G&PM INVESTORS AND BASED
ON THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PRIOR BEAR AND THE INITIAL ROCKET LAUNCH FROM THIS
BABY BULL G&PM APPEAR TO BE COMMENCING THE GREATEST BULL MARKET EVER; AND
 IT’S NOT TOO LATE TO REBALANCE YOUR OVERALL ASSET ALLOCATION TO MORE FULLY
PARTICIPATE IN WHAT IS NOW ADVANCING AS THE GREATEST INITIAL BULL MARKET IN THE
HISTORY OF MANKIND.

CONTAINED IN THIS INVESTMENT COMMENTARY:
-

INTAC 2016-Q1 Performance Review;

-

Why Gold and Precious Metal Mining Shares and Related Investments (“G&PM”) Are Definitely In A
New Bull Market;

-

Why The Initial Stellar Percentage Gains Are Only The Begging;

-

Updated Chart Studies, Including Our Forecasts Over The Past Several Quarters, Detailing Why We
Strongly Believe: The Overall G&PM Sector Has Officially Bottomed On January 19th, 2016, The Recovery In The
G&PM Sector Will Reach A Higher All-Time High, And Potentially Lead To The Greatest Bull Market In The History
Of Mankind;

-

Updated Performance Charts Covering Some Of Our Core Direct G&PM Holdings;

-

Investment Strategies To Maximize Your Capital Growth and Overall All Net Worth;

-

Additional Research Reports And Video Research Links Which Present The Fundamental Reasons For Why The
G&PM Sector May Well Produce The Greatest Bull Market In The History Of Mankind ; and

-

Our Concluding Remarks.
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INTAC 2016-Q1 Performance Review:
As we forecasted, in 2015, 2016 has started as ‘SWEET 16’, for those with exposure to G&PM, and INTAC has
significantly outperformed from December 31st, 2015 close to April 15th, 2016 close (“2016-Q1”). INTAC’s book
of investments, which includes all investments held by all INTAC accounts, (“INTAC’s Book”) has increased by
65.90% in 2016-Q1. INTAC’s Book also includes the Cautious and Cautious-Balanced Philosophies which have
significant exposure to cash equivalents, in addition to our overweight – concentrated – leveraged exposure to
G&PM held in the INTAC Growth Portfolios, and as such these Investment Philosophies significantly pulled down
the overall INTAC Book return. In fact the INTAC Investment Philosophies Balanced, Balanced-Aggressive, and
Aggressive, which are more relevant to the overall G&PM investable sector (e.g. G&PM Funds, G&PM ETF’s,
etc.) pro-offered far greater absolute and relative gains in 2016-Q1.

Absolute Returns from December 31st, 2015 close to April 15th, 2016 close (i.e. not annualized):

 INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive:
 INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced-Aggressive:








INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced:
INTAC Investment Philosophy Cautious-Balanced:
INTAC Investment Philosophy Cautious:
Market Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF (GDXJ):
Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF (GDX):
Gold Bullion Spot Price:
S&P 500 Index:

171.80%
125.01%
92.19%
52.64%
15.95%
69.08%
61.81%
15.76%
1.80%

Both INTAC’s absolute and relative performance to the G&PM investible indices/relevant, Gold Bullion/also
relevant, and the S&P 500 Index/not relevant) has been stellar in 2016-Q1.
As stellar as this initial performance is, we are convinced that, this is only the initial move, off of the extremely
bombed-out / insanely cheap G&PM valuations near their all-time lows and represents only a minuscule initial rally
in consideration of the rally and mania phase that potentially lies before us in G&PM.

Why G&PM Are Definitely In A New Bull Market:
Firstly, gold mining stocks have broken out of their bear market down trend.
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Secondly not only has the HUI broken the long term down trend… but the gold miners have also rallied above two
previous intermediate cycle tops and tested last year’s yearly cycle high.

Thirdly, for the first time in four years the miners are making several higher highs. This is the very definition of a
new bull market.
That’s the technical picture. Now let me go into the other signals confirming that the bear market is over. Seven
weeks ago the COT for gold (and silver) reached levels that would be considered bearish, and during a bear market
would have immediately turned prices back down. Many analysts I know of started calling for an imminent collapse
in the metals back below $1,000. However, during bull markets the COT can reach bearish levels but prices will
remain elevated for many weeks and even continue higher. As we now know Gold just continued to rally and has
held onto most of its gains for seven weeks despite bearish COT levels, as I believed was going to happen.
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During a bear market sentiment rarely goes much above 50% bulls before price rolls over and starts the next leg
down. During the last 3 1/2 months sentiment in gold rallied above 65% and more importantly has held above 50%
for a month and a half. That is bull market behavior.
This is the problem with being close minded. You can’t recognize what is happening, you are driven by your recent
bias. There is one reason and one reason only why Gold generated a massive bear market. The Fed needed to do
QE3 and keep the stock market inflated. They didn’t however want that liquidity to flow into the commodity
markets, spike inflation, and destroy the global economy like it did in 2008. The easiest way to prevent that was to
set aside the laws governing the futures market and attack Gold with paper shorts (e.g. via the bullion banks) creating
an artificial and/or extended bear market. If Gold was collapsing the rest of the commodity market would at least
remain in check. It worked.
But by the fall of last year the energy industry was in trouble and on the verge of triggering another financial crisis
as many overleveraged energy companies were on the verge of going under. The Fed desperately needed some
commodity inflation. The simple solution was to stop the price suppression in the metals and allow the natural bull
forces to regain control. That would tend to put a bid under the rest of the commodity markets.
Again it worked perfectly. Gold resumed its natural bull market trend, and oil bottomed not long after and has
rallied 60%. The inability to recognize that the manipulation has ended is causing many of the bears to miss the
new bull market.
Yes, you would think Gold is due for a multi-week correction, but I doubt it at this time. Thus far Gold has stayed
above $1200 on all pull backs over the past 53 trading days (i.e. prior to April 29th, 2016) and if this remains the
case into the next leg up then this is extremely bullish for the overall magnitude of the second half of the Gold
secular bull market.

It looks like Gold is almost 11 weeks into its intermediate cycle decline/consolidation. So far, it’s doing exactly
what I expected – churning back and forth to chew up both nervous bulls and bears alike. I expect this to continue
into early-May or so…, and then for Gold to break out to the upside, however, if Gold breaks below the $1200 price
level during this period then my target for support would be initially $1180 then $1160, however a break above
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$1260 targets $1280 then $1306 before Gold is ready for the next major leg up. This consolidation may end up as
a sideways move rather than a deep correction.

In recent weeks readers and followers of various gold centric websites have been bombarded with bearish
commentaries from pundits and analysts forecasting a correction. More than a month ago the reasoning was the
commitment of traders (COT) report. More recently, the reasoning revolved around an alleged “parabolic move”
in the gold stocks and a budding head and shoulders top in Gold.
Recently Bloomberg published an excellent article calling the rally one of a lifetime yet also noting that investors
have completely missed it. GDX is up more than 60% year to date but gold miner ETFs have seen half a billion in
outflows. According to SentimenTrader, the majority of the outflows occurred after February 19 yet GDX has
climbed since then. Furthermore, on February 19 StockTwits sentiment for GDX showed only 19% bears. A few
days ago bears were at 52%. Most investors have grown more bearish even as miners have continued to rally!
These are bullish contrarian indicators.
The fact is when a devastating bear market finally gives way to a new bull most investors and even those with a
bullish bias are either outright incredulous or simply decide to wait for the inevitable correction. The problem is
the correction never comes or when it does come, it is smaller than expected and the buying opportunity evaporates
quickly / instantly. For those who are incredulous, their mindset is simply stuck in the previous bear as they have
not accepted the new bull market.
Not long ago investors wanted to see a confirmed bottom (i.e. a turn with a significant and sustainable rally… which
has now occurred) prior to rebalancing their overall asset allocation and/or prior to averaging down into G&PM.
Now the greatest pushback we keep hearing is that the G&PM mining stocks have gone up too much, too fast, and
investors want to see a pullback. If we compare this gold rally to previous cycles, we are actually in line or only
slightly ahead of previous cycles. Again we can make the argument that today’s macro backdrop for gold is better
than what we have seen in the past. However, those investors who have acted on our advice and have been averaging
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down through consistent (e.g. monthly) dollar cost averaging capital contributions are already seeing enormous
gains in aggregate.
Take a look at our chart of the HUI bull analogs. Does the recent rebound off the lows look like a bear market rally
to you?

If you are waiting for a significant pullback then consider that there is about $750 billion in active Cdn equity
mutual funds AUM (equity plus equity portion of balanced funds but NOT including pensions funds). The SPTSX
gold index weight is a little over 7% currently. The average fund is somewhere between zero to about half market
weight (let’s call it a quarter weighting) so the average general fund has a gold portfolio weight of about 1.75%
(quarter weight x 7% TSX wgt). If the active Cdn equity funds were to increase their gold weight by only 1%, that
would represent $7.5 billion of purchases to take their gold equity weight to 2.75% or 40% of benchmark weight.
The total North American market cap of every gold stock listed is about $165 billion Cdn. There is just not enough
gold equities to go around without higher prices (remember we are NOT including any US or foreign buying, nor
any pension buying). The highest index weight we have ever seen the active funds go up to is about a three quarters
index weight. If just the active Cdn equity funds went to a 5.25% portfolio weight in gold (75% of index weight),
that would be over $26 billion of buying in a total gold stock universe of only $165 billion. The actual investable
universe is actually much smaller due to market cap size and liquidity constraints. This is one example of the limits
of the liquidity in the Cdn equity market and one that every gold equity investor should be aware of. The average
general fund is massively underweight gold equities and is facing severe liquidity constraints. As gold stocks keep
going higher, the general fund keeps falling further behind their benchmarks. What little gold equities weighting
they have now, they cannot sell because the fear is too great that gold stocks go even higher. So the result is that
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there will be consistent buying demand in gold stocks. Everyone is waiting for a pullback in gold equities to buy.
Flow of funds, Cdn equity market liquidity constraints, general funds positioning, and lagging performance says
there will not be a meaningful pullback unless something dramatically changes in the macro background or the
general funds get up to about 75% of their benchmark weight.
The reality is G&PM have been on a rip roaring - baby bull - gone wild – tear since January 19th, 2016 with no real
pull back / correction to speak of. Historically the most similar rip roaring - baby bull - gone wild tear with no real
pull back / correction to speak of was the 1992 baby bull market. As can been seen below the 1992 rally did not
correct until the XAU was greater than 40% above the 200 week MA in late July 1993 and the ensuing correction
declined by 27% over seven weeks. The current 2016 baby bull projected initial top, based on price attaining 40%
above the 200 week MA, is 119 (i.e. 85*1.4 = 119) and 119 is 36.4% greater than 87.24. The projected draw down
targets from 119 for both 24% and 29% declines are 90 and 85 respectively.

Meanwhile Gold continues to consolidate sideways and G&PM just keep heading up without even a consolidation
or correction to date. Two months of sideways price action is proving the yellow metal’s early-year gains were
justified while setting the foundation for another move up.
That move will require some kind of impetus and there are many options to provide the push: more stimulus
announcements in Europe or possibly Japan, weak Q1 earnings, increasing inflation expectations, rising general
economic uncertainty, US dollar weakness, and interest rate roulette, to name a few.
We don’t know if these things will transpire, let alone when. The US dollar is certainly declining, if in fits and
starts:
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That helps Gold, from both the fundamental angle that Gold is priced in greenbacks and the investment rationale
that a declining greenback encourages savers to find another safe haven hideout for their savings. But a declining
dollar is only one cog in a machine driving investor interest towards Gold. Another is the fact that super low interest
rates have removed investors’ go-to tool for hedging their stock portfolios: bonds.
No matter what you think the odds are of a recession in the near to medium term, the fact is we are in uncharted
waters. Very low or zero to even negative interest rates had their intended effect, which was to force savers and
investors into riskier assets like bonds and equities. That created a seven-year bull market in equities and extended
the thirty year bull market in bonds – but one not representative of the actual economy, which remained stagnant.
That is what already happened. Of interest now is what will happen next.
Bonds have long been the go-to hedge against equities. Bonds are supposed to rise in price when recessionary
periods push equities down, because recessions prompt central banks to lower interest rates and that lifts bond
prices.
But how’s that supposed to work when interest rates are already rock bottom?
Bonds will not hedge stocks if we enter a recession because central banks can’t do anything to support bonds. That
means investors will look elsewhere for a hedge. Gold will be a natural conclusion.
As John Hathaway of Tocqueville Asset Management calculated, if investors were to increase their gold allocation
from 0.55% (the current level) to 1.55%, that would represent 56,075 tonnes of demand. That is far more gold than
is currently available in London. In fact, a 0.1% increase swamps the supply of physical gold.
That is the kind of logic that backs the idea that Gold and thus G&PM have a good run ahead.
Gold moving sideways and consolidating supports the view that Gold’s run has truly begun. The way gold equities
are acting adds weight.
Gold stocks outperform Gold at the start of a bull cycle. Take a look back to the last cycle: Gold bottomed in April
2001 but then ascended slowly, not making a new 52-week high until early 2002 and not establishing a higher high
until almost the end of that year. Meanwhile, gold stocks as per the HUI more than doubled during 2002 while
many juniors moved far more.
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Gold stocks outperform the yellow metal the most at the start of the bull cycle. We are seeing that kind of
outperformance now.
Then there’s Silver, which has finally started to move.

It doesn’t look like much on the five-year chart, but Silver seems to have carved out a bottom. It is up 21% this
year, making it the best-performing metal and Silver has more ground to regain. Gold may have lost 45% in the
bear market, but Silver lost more than 70%.
The fact that Silver is moving now matters. Silver never moves lock step with Gold. When uncertainty prompts
investors to seek out safe havens, they look to Gold long before Silver because Gold is a far more straightforward
safe haven. Silver, by contrast, is also an industrial metal, which means demand waxes and wanes more with
economic demand.
However, after some time Silver’s safe haven status starts to catch up. And once it starts to look like a safe haven,
it acts increasingly so. That process usually starts when Gold is consolidating its first big move and preparing to
take out its next resistance.
In other words: we’re seeing Gold consolidate, which gives confidence in the new price range, and Gold is trailing
gold equities, which is precisely the pattern we see to start new bull markets. Silver’s recent move only confirms
the pattern.
Explorers, miners, and resource investors have been waiting for this pattern to emerge for years. With evidence of
a new bull market mounting, they are getting busy.
Here’s a good comparison: in the fourth quarter of last year, miners and explorers raised a measly $565 million.
The average placement totaled just $3.3 million. In the first quarter of this year, the sector has raised $3.5 billion
and the average size rose to $23 million. That’s a massive change. Granted, a few huge raises tipped the scale,
including Franco Nevada’s $1 billion, Silver Wheaton’s $623 million, and Goldcorp’s $250 million. But the money
still matters. For one, royalty and streaming companies like FNV and SLW put capital to use by investing in other
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assets and companies. That helps the whole sector. For another, doozies aside the sector still raised a lot of cash
and about a fifth of the financings went to explorers and developers. That is significant – in the depths of the bear
market, explorers just didn’t have access to capital.
Then there’s the deal flow. The quarter saw several big deals: Tahoe buying Lake Shore Gold, Endeavour buying
True Gold, and Newcastle buying Catalyst Copper. There were a good number of smaller deals as well: Probe
Metals and Adventure Gold merged, Kootenay Silver took over Northair Silver, and First Mining Finance bought
both Clifton Star Resources and the Pitt project from Brionor Resources, among others.
Also really interesting are the moves by majors and mid-tiers to acquire stakes in smaller companies. Goldcorp’s
move on Gold Standard Ventures is one example (and it prompted Oceanagold to put more money into GSV to
maintain its stake); Oceanagold’s investment in NuLegacy is another.
A favorite question during the bear market was: what will it take to bring mining back to life? The smart answer
was: investors have to make money. In that sense, a mining revival becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. A bit of
recovery gives companies confidence to raise capital. Capital enables exploration, development, and deals, which
in turn adds life to share prices. Reinvigorated share prices means more financings, more activity and happier
investors.
If all of this does not convince you that a new bull market has begun in Gold and G&PM… then maybe an old
school chart comparison with almost a perfect fit (i.e. in terms of the magnitude change (i.e. profile and total
decline), of the Gold cyclical decline from 2011 to 2015 that was/is during the 2000 to 2020/22 (?) secular bull
market to the cyclical decline from 1975 to 1976 that was during the 1970 to 1980 secular bull market) will:
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Bottom line a new G&PM bull market has definitely started and it’s game on. Now the question is… what the
future rally / mania will potentially deliver…

Why The Initial Stellar Percentage Gains Are Only The Begging:
I have been saying for several quarters that the Gold price decline from 2011 to 2015 mostly resembles the 1975/76 decline
and the G&PM decline mostly resembles both the 1975/76 decline and the 1996 to 2000 decline. However, the interesting
thing about the 1975/76 decline is that it occurred in the middle of the Gold and G&PM secular bull markets which lasted 10
years for Gold, due to the Gold price being fixed for a portion of the time, and 20 years for G&PM (i.e. 1960 to 1980). Based
on our numerous studies and as shown in several charts below we believe Gold and G&PM entered another 20 year secular
bull market in the year 2000 that should last until approximately the year 2020 (i.e. following the 20 year bear market in Gold
and G&PM that ran from the year 1980 to the year 2000).
The following charts show the 1970 to 1980 secular bull market in Gold where the price increased approximately 2,517% and
during this rally Gold experienced a cyclical decline of approximately 46% compared to the 2000 to 2020 (????) secular bull
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market in Gold where the Gold price has so far increased by 493% and Gold also just emerged from a cyclical decline of
approximately 46%.
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The next question is how closely do the two secular Gold/Silver price rallies fit in terms of magnitude and profile when allowing
the 1970 to 1980 time period to be stretched (i.e. which should be considered appropriate due to the Gold price being fixed for
a portion of the time and in consideration of the fact that G&PM, which where free trading, had a 20 year bull market over this
period (i.e. 1960 to 1980)).
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Lo and behold a near perfect fit in terms of Y-Axis (i.e. Percentage Growth) profile and magnitude change so far… these will
be interesting charts to keep an eye on over time… That said no two bull markets are exactly the same…, however, they often
do rhyme…
In fact Dr. Jean-Paul Rodrigue, Dept. of Economics at Hofstra University, has created a general profile that fits most major
secular bull market boom and bust cycles in terms of the Y-Axis (i.e. over all magnitude change and profile) when adjusting
for time by stretching or shortening the X-Axis scale (i.e. time is the variable). Dr. Jean-Paul Rodrigue also defined the phases,
investor participation stages, and market phycology during a major secular bull market boom and bust cycle. Observe that the
magnitude reached, thus far, in the 2000 to 2016 Gold and Silver bull markets are far below the predicted mania phase top
levels.
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Lo and behold a good fit in terms of Y-Axis (i.e. Growth) in terms of both profile and magnitude change, so far that is…, this
will also be an interesting chart to keep an eye on over time.
As the 1970 to 1980 major secular bull market boom and bust cycle is already completed it is interesting to see how well this
completed cycle fits the entire general profile / model, for a major secular bull market boom and bust cycle, as predicted Dr.
Jean-Paul Rodrigue.
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Again, a very good fit in terms of both the growth profile and the magnitude of the mania phase (i.e. the predicted top). Using
the same Percentage Gains from the 1970 to 1980 Gold/Silver secular bull markets and applying these to the staring prices of
the current (e.g. 2000 to 2020 (????)) Gold/Silver secular bull markets the projected tops are $6,600 for Gold (i.e. $252*26.17)
and $90.88 for Silver (i.e. $4.05*22.44). These are not too different from the projected tops, from the general profile / model,
for a major secular bull market boom and bust cycle, as predicted Dr. Jean-Paul Rodrigue, as shown in the Gold & Silver Future Potential Bubble Chart at $5,000 to $6,000 for Gold and $100 to $120 for Silver.
If these Gold/Silver prices could potentially occur then one would want to estimate what share prices the best producing gold
and silver mining companies would trade at with the Gold price at $5,000 to $6,000 and the Silver price at $100 to $120 to
determine the future potential mania top share prices and percentage growth still available in these stocks. In due course I will
attempt to have one of our Independent Gold & Silver Stock Analysist do just this. However, applying the same logic, as
applied above, to the Barrons Gold Mining Index (BGMI) I can estimate the projected mania price top for the BGMI. Firstly,
I calculate the BGMI percentage gain during the 1960 to 1980 secular bull market as 3,900% (i.e. the BGMI rallied from
approximately 35 to 1400). Applying this percentage gain to the most recent low on January 22nd, 2016 at 245.1, or even when
applied to the low in late 2000 which was only marginally below 245.1, the projected mania price top for the BGMI is 9,804.
Thus even if one were to buy the BGMI now at roughly 500 then the projected gain for the projected mania price top is still a
very attractive 1,860% (i.e. 500 to 9,804).
It is definitely not too late to rebalance ones overall net worth to more fully participate in the anticipated - recently started currently advancing second half of the secular bull market in G&PM.
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From the year 2000 to about 2020 I believe the BGMI will be in a
secular bull market that could rally from approx. 245.1 to 9,804 for
an approx. gain of 3,900%! I believe the extended brutal sell off in
late 2014 to early 2016 was due to market manipulation creating
another amazing buying opportunity in gold/silver mining shares.
From the year 1980 to 2000 the BGMI was in a secular trading range.
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From the year 1960 to 1980 the BMGI was in a secular bull
market. Which rallied from approx. 35 to 1400 for a 3,900% gain!

From the year 1940 to 1960 the BGMI was in a secular trading range.
L1
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Updated Chart Studies, Including Our Forecasts over The Past few Quarters, Detailing Why We
Strongly Believe: The Overall G&PM Sector Has Officially Bottomed On January 19th, 2016, The
Recovery in the G&PM Sector Will Reach a Higher All-Time High, And Potentially Lead To The
Greatest Bull Market In The History Of Mankind:
 IN OUR OCTOBER 16th, 2015 “INTAC INVESTMENT COMMENTARY 2015-Q3” WE WROTE:
 IN OUR JANUARY 26th, 2016 “INTAC INVESTMENT COMMENTARY 2015-YE” WE WROTE:
 IN OUR FEBRUARY 25th, 2016 “INTAC INVESTMENT COMMENTARY - Start of Greatest Bull Market
Ever in G&PM” WE WROTE:
“If the bear is over it’s because the bullion banks want it to be over and they are ready to take the long side of the market. We
think that is most likely the case, or will be very soon, as they managed to push the XAU all the way back to the 2002 lows.
That is the logical spot for them to stop attacking the market and let the fruits of their work materialize. They created one of
the most destructive bear markets in history. Now, or very soon, is the time for the banks to let G&PM investments produce
one of the biggest bull markets in history that is now that the banks have cornered this market.
We’ll say this again; there is one reason, and one reason only, that the price of Gold has been in a bear market. It’s because
the bullion banks created it in the attempt to push G&PM investment prices as low as possible before the next phase of the
Gold bull market begins. The simple fact is that the bigger a bear market is, the bigger the bull will be that follows it. The
banks managed to drive the XAU all the way back to the 2002 lows and they did this with Gold still holding well above $1,000.

They managed to create one of the most destructive bear markets in history and did so despite the fundamentals being the most
bullish in the past 15 years. This has created a condition where the G&PM mining stocks are so grossly undervalued that the
upside potential is absolutely mind boggling. All we need is for the manipulation to stop and the banks to convert over to the
long side.
Without a doubt this has been the plan all along, and now that they have forced the sector down to the 2002 lows we think we
can assume they have “accomplished their goal” and will now, or very soon, get out of the way and let the natural fundamental
direction and supply and demand take the market higher.
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If there was ever a time for the powers that be to smash the precious metals it was during the final two weeks of October as the
dollar was/is rallying hard. Yet the premarket attacks on gold are fewer and fewer and, in most instances, when they do occur
they are being turned back up fairly quickly. It appears that G&PM investments are no longer able to be beaten down in a
sustainable fashion to new lows. We believe that the G&PM investments market dynamics have changed and that the cartel
(i.e. the bullion banks that have been working together on a Gold price suppression and G&PM investments accumulation
strategy over the past several years) is now breaking apart (i.e. due to greed and the significant first mover advantage at
inflection points).
So, we suggest that due to the inherent greed of the banks and in consideration of; the enormous upside currently present in
G&PM investments, combined with the significant first mover advantage, and the changing ownership structure of G&PM
investments, that the bullion bank cartel (i.e. which has controlled the Gold price suppression and G&PM investments
accumulation scheme) is currently breaking apart and that the attacks on G&PM investments are in the very final innings with
limited downside risks in terms of magnitude and certainly in terms of duration and that Gold has begun to, or very soon will
begin to, resume its’ natural upward trend pushed by the fundamental driver of every central bank in the world printing trillions
of currency units and negative real interest rates.
Our bottom line is that we are maintaining our overweight, concentrated, and leveraged exposure to G&PM investments and
we do not support selling at a time that we believe G&PM investments are so massively undervalued and exhibit absolutely
mind boggling upside return potential.
As asset allocators and investment managers, that have the ability to invest in virtually any region, country, market, sector, or
industry in the world, we do not currently see any sector that exhibits the same degree of upside return potential as the G&PM
investments sector at this time.
Below we have included two pages from one of our gold stock analysts, “Buy When There Is Blood in the Streets” and “Gold
Taking Off”, as these provide further rational for our conviction that the bottom in G&PM investments is in or very-very near.
“We do not receive memos from the bullion backs as to when they will attack the G&PM market or when they will allow the
G&PM market to trade freely or when they have accumulated enough of the long side of the G&PM market to launch it on an
explosive rally for several years. However, based on over 25 years of investment experience we think several markets are very
close to an inflection point (i.e. a trend change). Specifically, where the large money center banks / bullion banks have almost
completed their distribution, of very large positions, out of general equities and have almost completed their accumulation, of
very large positions, into G&PM investments. Exactly when a sustainable turn will result in the relative performance of G&PM
investments relative to general equities (e.g. the S&P 500) we do not know, however, we believe it will be sooner rather than
later and that 2016 will be “SWEET 16” for G&PM investments.
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We think the bottom has formed for some G&PM investments and is currently, or very close to, forming for other G&PM
investments and we think a major trend change is beginning to occur in certain commodities (i.e. Gold and Silver bullion,
G&PM, as well as other select commodities) vs. general equities.
Our bottom line - we are our overweight, concentrated, and leveraged to G&PM investments and we believe G&PM
investments are massively undervalued and exhibit absolutely mind boggling upside return potential especially when compared
to the alternatives (e.g. S&P 500, Nasdaq 100, Biotech, etc.).
In fact we highly recommend all our clients complete an overall rebalancing of their net worth and thus purchase G&PM
investments up to a level they are comfortable holding (e.g. 10% to 30% of their investable net worth) in consideration of the
intended investment time horizon of the year end 2020 to 2022.
The bullion banks created one of the most destructive bear markets in history and we believe SWEET 16 will be the year the
banks let G&PM investments begin to produce one of the biggest bull markets in history (i.e. now the bullion banks have
cornered this market).
As asset allocators and investment managers, that have the ability to invest in virtually any region, country, market, sector, or
industry in the world, we do not currently see any sector that exhibits the same degree of upside return potential, on a relative,
absolute, and risk adjusted basis, as the G&PM investments sector.
As can be seen below in the Barron’s Gold Mining Index (BGMI) – Weekly chart (i.e. covering over 75+ years of data since
1939) the G&PM mining sector has only experienced one bear market almost as long as the current bear market which has now
entered its sixth year and that was the cyclical bear market from 1996 to 2000 (i.e. which lasted almost five years) and which
ended the overall secular bear market that ran from 1980 to 2000. In comparing the cyclical bear markets from 1996 to 2000
and 2011 to 2015/16 in the chart below it can been seen that not only the duration but also the magnitude of the decline of the
current bear market is even more severe than the 1996 to 2000 decline.
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The BGMI Index first achieved the most recent low way back in 1968 (i.e. the year after my birth). This means all the gains
since 1968 (i.e. 47 years ago) are hidden in the current price of the BGMI Index! Absolutely mind boggling valuations exist
right now in G&PM investments! It was only in the years 2000, 1976, and prior to 1973 that these extremely cheap valuations
were available to investors in G&PM investments and during those periods the Gold price was much-much lower than it is now
and hence the relative valuation of G&PM investments to Gold is even much-much cheaper now than those periods!
Buy low, sell high (i.e. at a later date (e.g. five to seven years from now)), sounds easy… but few investors do this! Now is the
time to buy even more when there is blood in the streets! The best course of action is to stay the course and average down
using dollar cost averaging when investing in a total sector that is cyclical by its very nature! We at INTAC will continue to
try to assist you in doing exactly this by providing you with as much information and transparency as possible. We are doing
exactly this for our own accounts. As difficult as it is, we are contributing further capital through periodic dollar cost averaging
capital contributions, and we are averaging down by buying more G&PM shares and units.”
As can be seen below in the Barron’s Gold Mining Index (BGMI) – Weekly chart (i.e. covering over 75+ years of data since
1939) the G&PM sector has never experienced a bear market as long as this past bear market which we believe bottomed on
January 19th, 2016 (i.e. in its sixth year). Further, never has the magnitude of any prior G&PM bear market decline matched
the decline of this past bear market where the Junior Gold Miners declined by over 90% and the Larger Cap Gold Miners
declined by 85%. Since our last update of this chart the index has rocked up 50%, from 245 to 366, over the past few weeks:

The BGMI Index first achieved the recent low way back in 1968 (i.e. the year after my birth). This means all the gains since
1968 (i.e. 47 years ago) are hidden in the current price of the BGMI Index! Absolutely mind boggling valuations still exist in
G&PM sector! It was only in the years 2000, 1976, and prior to 1973 that these extremely cheap valuations were available to
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investors in G&PM sector and during those periods the Gold price was much-much lower than it is now and hence the relative
valuation of G&PM sector to Gold is even much-much cheaper now than those periods!
Buy low, sell high (i.e. at a later date (e.g. five to seven years from now)), sounds easy… but few investors do this! Now is the
time to buy even more when there is blood in the streets! The best course of action is to stay the course and average down
using dollar cost averaging when investing in a total sector that is cyclical by its very nature! We at INTAC will continue to
try to assist you in doing exactly this by providing you with as much information and transparency as possible. We are doing
exactly this for our own accounts. As difficult as it is, we are contributing further capital through periodic dollar cost averaging
capital contributions, and we are averaging down by buying more G&PM shares and units.
In this section we present several charts based on our best market timing indicators which looking back has been very accurate
in identifying potential inflection points. Most often when the blue line crosses up above the red line this signals that a bull
market has begun and when the blue line crosses down below the red line this signals that a bear market has begun:

We believe that the above Exponential Moving Averages (EMA) Gold price chart signals the end of the Gold cyclical bear
market and the beginning of the second half of the Gold secular bull market which we forecast will run until the year 2020 to
2022. However, we also anticipate that there may be some consolidation in the Gold price after the recent explosive rally
possibly allowing the 10 week EMA to retest the 50 week EMA.
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G&PM were, and still are, so absurdly over sold that it is taking massive gains to trigger bull market confirmation signals on
these EMA indices. In the case of the HUI we note that these confirmation signals are now occurring (see the HUI chart above).
We will be watching these indicators closely as we manage exposure.
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Bear market signals for general US equities are inforce as shown in the S&P 500, Nasdaq, and Biotech charts above. Investors
may get one, or possibly two, more chances to get out on rallies while the FED’s Plug Protection Team does everything it can
to support the markets and their government’s massive five+ trillion dollar investment in the generation of the wealth effect
made to help support the US economy. However in our 25 plus years of experience and market participation, over the long
term, market forces based on fundamentals always trump intervention no matter how significant the intervention.
We see the asset price inflation stored in general equities now finding its way into the G&PM sector. We suspect over time
this re-allocation process will accelerate and also include transfers out of other inflated asset classes (e.g. certain housing
markets, etc.) and into the G&PM sector and later other beaten down commodities.
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The first half of the secular Gold bull market relative to general US equities (e.g. S&P 500), that started in 2000, experienced
a cyclical bear market from 2011 to the end of 2015, which is not uncommon, and it appears that the second half of the secular
gold bull market has commenced at the end of 2015 and we believe will run to the year 2020 to 2022. The Gold to general US
equities relative ratio may now advance from about 0.5 to about 7.5 meaning the Gold price may increase 15 times in relation
to the price of general US equities (e.g. S&P 500).
Charts of G&PM Sector Bottoms and Initial Bulls:
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1986:
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1992:

2000:
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2008:

2016:
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The XAU Index composed of gold and precious metals mining shares was recently cheaper than it was when Gold was priced
at $250 an ounce, at the end of its secular bear market low, in the year 2000. Tremendous under-valuations are still available
for purchase right now in G&PM sector. However, these tremendous under-valuations are disappearing quickly:

The G&PM sector (i.e. the XAU) was recently cheaper, relative to the Gold price, than at any other time in history, and by a
very large margin, and we expect that the G&PM sector will, at the very least, revert to the mean, and may well over shoot on
the upside by an equal amount to the current overshot on the downside, over the next several years. The out performance of
the G&PM sector relative to Gold has begun and we suspect as the Gold price advances in the second half of its secular bull
market that G&PM sector will massively outperform Gold:
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The G&PM sector (i.e. XAU) are also cheaper, relative to general US equities (i.e. S&P 500), than at any other time in history
and we expect that the G&PM sector will, at the very least, revert to the mean, and may well overshoot on the upside by an
equal amount to the current overshot on the downside, over the next several years. The XAU would increase approximately
36.87 times relative to the S&P 500 to reach its prior high relative to the S&P 500 in 1984. Most recently an exciting formation
is developing in the XAU:SPX chart below as a very large monthly engulfing reversal candle is forming Most recently the
confirmed turn and relative out performance of the G&PM sector relative to general US equities has accelerated and is
advancing in earnest. This will most likely not be a straight shot up to the prior highs or higher… expect some volatility along
the way:
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We believe that general US equities (i.e. S&P 500) are in a secular bear market, relative to the price of Gold, that stated in 2000
and should last about 20 years (i.e. about the same period of time as the prior secular bull market from 1980 to 2000) and we
believe that the past four years is a cyclical bull market for the S&P 500, relative to the price of Gold, within the longer term
secular bear market and that by approximately the year-end 2020 to 2022 the current ratio of the overvalued S&P 500 divided
by the undervalued Gold price will decline to around its prior low of 0.147 (i.e. a decline of +90% from the current level):

Investors in one of the world’s largest Gold mining companies (i.e. Barrick Gold Corp. (“ABX”)) were able to buy shares in
September 2015 cheaper than any other investor has been able to buy going back 26 years and at a discount of almost 90% to
the high achieved over four years ago (i.e. buy low… sell high… and buy more when there is blood in the streets… and prior
to selling much-much higher). Since calling the bottom in ABX it has now risen 130.74% from the low (i.e. Feb 25th, 2016):
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GDXJ/GDX is a leading indicator for turns in the G&PM mining sector and this ratio has turned up for
over six months and created a golden cross buy signal and is currently being supported by the 200 dma
(i.e. we will continue to watch this support very closely). GDXJ/GDX is a leading indicator for turns in
the G&PM sector and this ratio has turned up for over nine months and created a golden cross buy signal,
however, recently it has broken below its 200 dma and we would like to see it and the 50 dma regain the
200 dma (i.e. we will continue to watch this very closely). We believe a couple of outliers like Rubicon
Minerals (RBY) that have virtually gone under which were held in GDXJ at the time and were not held
by GDX (i.e. RBY caught many G&PM investment managers off guard including ourselves) are the
temporary cause of the recent under performance of GDXJ relative to GDX and when adjusting for these
outliers we believe the GDXJ/GDX leading indicator remains in good shape and the G&PM sector bottom
and recovery remain on solid ground:
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The following charts show a side-by-side comparison of the 2000 bottom and initial rally vs. the potential 2015/16
bottom and initial rally for the gold mining shares index (HUI):
HUI Daily Charts 2000 Vs. 2015/16 Bottoms:

The 1996 to 2000 sell-off in the G&PM sector is the most similar to the current sell-off in term of overall magnitude
and duration. This is the reason for the comparative bottom, turn, and ensuing rally analysis between the 2000
bottom and 2015/16 bottom. A few very interesting findings from our comparative bottom analysis are:
a) The magnitude of the overall decline from 1996 to 2000 was 83.87% (i.e. 218.97 to 35.31) and the ensuing
rally was 1,708.52% (i.e. 35.31 to 638.59) with no leverage;
b) The magnitude of the overall decline from 2011 to 2016 was 84.47% (i.e. 638.59 to 99.19) and the ensuing
rally will be (??,???% with moderate leverage applied to high alpha G&PM investments);
c) In 2000 the final bottom at 35.31 occurred 38.6% below the 200 day moving average (“MA(200)”); and
d) In 2015 the first bottom at 101.28 occurred 38.4% below the MA (200), and it appears the final bottom…
occurred shortly thereafter on January 19th, 2016 at 99.19.
It will be important to see that the following occur on pull backs as the ensuing rally proceeds:
i) the 50 dma is able to support pull backs until at least a few higher highs and higher lows have formed; and
ii) the TSI, MACD, and PPO all stay above zero and trend higher until at least a few higher highs and higher lows have
formed and the price chart is trend ready.

We will be watching to see that the Gold Miners Bullish Percentage Index (“BPGDM”) holds roughly above 20
during pull backs in an ensuing rally, and potentially above 40, as more and more people begin to realize that Gold
Miners have entered a bull market. This happened briefly on the most recent pull back, however, the index started
from a lower level than at the end of 2008 (i.e. 0 instead of 4) and held at 13.79 and has since risen very rapidly to
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62.07. We will be looking for the BPGDM to range trade between 40 & 95 over the coming quarters for this
ongoing rally to be sustainable:

Among many investors there seems to be a big misconception that Gold and the G&PM sector can’t rally along with the US
dollar (“USD”). Nothing could be further from the truth. Just because the ECB is currently winning the currency war and
weakening the euro against the USD doesn’t mean that the USD is gaining in purchasing power, or that the supply of USD’s
is shrinking. It may be that Gold, the G&PM sector, and the USD all rise for a period of time, just as they did in 2005 and the
first half of 2010, and then the USD tops in accordance with its seven year cycle (i.e. just like the birds and the bees, bible
scripture - seven years of famine followed by seven years of feast, etc.) and the USD heads down for the next seven years
causing an acceleration in the G&PM sector bull market that ultimately culminates in a mania blow off top for the G&PM
sector (e.g. in the years 2020 to 2022):

We believe that Oil as represented below by the United States Oil Fund, LP (USO) is in an ongoing bottoming process and
there has been very large institutional accumulation volume. However, we expect it to lag G&PM investments in the
commodities recovery. Currently, we are anticipating a bounce in USO possibly back to / above the 50 day moving average:
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We patently waited and bought USO through dollar cost averaging (i.e. once down by over 90%) and we are interested in
holding USO at this time for many reasons (e.g. a very attractive valuation (i.e. down by 93.35% from prior high) and for
diversification reasons).
We believe that the Canadian dollar (“CAD”) will rally along with Oil as the world transitions from monetary policy reflation
measures to fiscal policy reflation measures with a specific and concerted global initiative on infrastructure build-out and
improvements which should be energy intensive over these years:

As our clients are aware, in addition to USD exposure, INTAC holds significant CAD exposure. As with our G&PM
investments our CAD exposure is planned to, mostly, be held until our intended time horizon of the year 2020 to 2022.
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Gold - Spot Price Charts:
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Based on our analysis of the Gold – Spot Price charts above we will go out on a limb and play the MUGS GAME and try to
forecast the short-term Gold price movements (i.e. best guess)… we see Gold consolidating further over the short term with
initial downside projections ranging from 1140, to 1133, to 1125, and potentially to as low as 1084/1080 (with an outside
chance that the 1033 price level, that has been calling my attention to it for some time now, is also a possibility…). However,
even in the event of Gold correcting to 1084/1080 or even the lower probability level of 1033 we see limited down-side in the
G&PM investments we hold as these already have a much lower Gold price factored into their bombed out valuations.
Following the current consolidation, where ever it ends, we might see the Gold – Spot Price increase towards next upside
targets of 1200, to 1215, to 1222, to 1250, to 1285. Obviously such an increase in the Gold price should translate into absolutely
explosive gains for the G&PM investments we own.
In our past commentary we wrote: “Based on our analysis of the Gold – Spot Price charts we will go out on a limb and play
the MUGS GAME and try to forecast the short-term Gold price movements (i.e. best guess)… we see Gold consolidating further
over the short term with initial downside projections ranging from 1140, to 1133, to 1125, and potentially to as low as
1084/1080 (with an outside chance that the 1033 price level, that has been calling my attention to it for some time now, is also
a possibility…). However, even in the event of Gold correcting to 1084/1080 or even the lower probability level of 1033 we
see limited down-side in the G&PM investments we hold as these already have a much lower Gold price factored into their
bombed out valuations.” Well we were right in predicting lower gold prices over the short term as the low came in at $1045.40.
We went on to write: “Following the current consolidation, where ever it ends, we might see the Gold – Spot Price increase
towards next upside targets of 1200, to 1215, to 1222, to 1250, to 1285. Obviously such an increase in the Gold price should
translate into absolutely explosive gains for the G&PM investments we own.”
However, now my CFTC-COT model and analysis is predicting a current gold price short term top at around 1129 and my gut
is telling me the bullion banks have one last downside play left in them before this brutal gold bear market is finally over…
and the 1033 gold price level, that has been calling my attention to it for some time now, might finally be reached. There is
also the lower probability event of a final accelerated / capitulation sell off that briefly breaks the psychological 1000 gold price
level… and if this is to occur we believe it will be a very short lived event… and in this less likely event who knows where the
final gold price bottom will occur… my best guess would be around 980. Obviously, we cannot invest to make returns either
over the short term and/or based on low probability events with any real success over the long term… I know of no one who
can… the bottom line is that we want to own G&PM investments at these levels and at this time with an intended investment
time horizon until the year 2020 to 2022 with the objective of making several thousand percentage gains on our G&PM mining
shares and related investments come the end of the secular bull market and mania blow off top (e.g. the year 2020 to 2022)
Sound the alarm there’s been a Gold break out… After such a violent move up over a very short period… one would hope for
a partial retracement… especially one who has not yet averaged down and/or been dollar cost averaging and/or taken a position
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in the G&PM sector… time will tell if the angry bull that has been artificially manipulated and held back for several years…
will allows anyone to easily get on her back now she is out… and/or stay on her back as she cuts loose…

Updated Performance Charts Covering a Handful of Our Core Direct G&PM Holdings (i.e. not
including our larger allocation to active G&PM Fund Managers, G&PM ETF’s and other stocks):
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Investment Strategies to Maximize Your Capital Growth:

It’s Time to Rebalance Your Overall Asset Allocation:
Now is the time for INTAC clients to take advantage of the enormous potential upside returns that remain available in our
G&PM holdings (e.g. G&PM Mining Shares/Funds/ETF’s, et cetera) through a standard investing 101 financial rebalancing of
your overall net worth asset allocation or through your own dollar cost averaging strategy. Together we can implement a dollar
cost averaging investment plan (i.e. also a standard investing 101 finance plan that works) for your capital contribution(s) and
will only accelerate this investment plan if an agreed pull back in the G&PM sector occurs, which if it occurs will most likely
be very brief, and as such paper work and contributions should be completed now, and we suspect this will present the last
chance for INTAC clients to purchase the G&PM sector at these amazing valuations which offer massive upside return
potential.
As an indication of the stellar returns that can be achieved by taking action near the bottom of a bear market consider the HUI’s
(i.e. a passive, unlevered, gold and precious metals mining company index) rally off of the cyclical bottom in 2000 which was
a massive +1,708% gain (i.e. 35.31 to 638.59) with no leverage. Comparing the recent crash in the G&PM sector and
considering the upside from the current bottom, which has been more severe in its decline than the 2000 bottom, it is
conservative to predict that the ensuring recovery for a passively managed, unlevered G&PM index might be between 1,000%
to 2,000%.
However, the superior stock selection demonstrated by our active, best of breed fund managers in the G&PM sector have
proven over time to add significant alpha (i.e. significant excess returns) over those achieved by the passively managed indices
such as the HUI, of approximately 1.5x to 2.0x the returns of a passively managed index.
In addition, INTAC provides a secondary layer of investment management by investing in a short-list of direct G&PM holdings
(e.g. the best of breed fund manager’s top G&PM ideas), coupled with tactical market timing, currency exposure/hedging (e.g.
Canadian Dollar exposure et cetera), and the prudent use of margin (e.g. loan-to value ratios of approximately 35% to 55%),
which has over the long-term produced additional alpha and leveraged beta equating to approximately 1.5x to 2.0x the returns
generated by the G&PM indices.
Therefore, the potential future returns achieved off of the current / anticipated cycle bottom in the G&PM sector may potentially
be anywhere from 2,250% to 8,000% (e.g. 1,000% x 1.5 x 1.5 = 2,250% or 2,000% x 2 x 2 = 8,000%) depending ultimately
on the amplitude of the recovery in the G&PM sector, the level of alpha achieved by our active, best of breed fund managers
and the level of alpha achieved by INTAC, and importantly the level of margin and timing utilized.
An 8,000% return would be in-line with the outperformance achieved by the Fleming Russia Security Fund after the bottom
caused by the Russian Default and Devaluation, that INTAC allocated client capital to in 1998/99. It is our experience that the
most conservative approach to contributing capital to such an investment strategy is through a dedicated dollar cost averaging
plan (e.g. monthly capital contributions), which tends to smooth out performance. This may mean setting aside capital from
monthly earnings, selling depreciating or non-performing assets (e.g. a boat or a second car), or rebalancing out of other asset
classes such as general US equities, Biotech, NASDAQ 100 investments, and/or reducing exposure to bonds/fixed income
investments, and rebalancing into the G&PM sector.
We are confident that there hasn’t been a better time to rebalance your overall asset allocation, and average down into the
G&PM sector, since the year 2000. However, we remind our clients that their total market value exposure to the G&PM sector
should ideally be 10% to 20% with a maximum limit of 30% of their total net worth and the selected percentage is dependent
upon the macroeconomic environment and their individual circumstances. Given the current macroeconomic environment and
market conditions we believe that an overweight position in G&PM sector is prudent (i.e. 20% or possibly up to 30% in certain
circumstances). We encourage all clients to review their entire asset allocation (e.g. private wealth management accounts
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(INTAC among others), 401K/RRSP’s, pensions, stock accounts, real estate holdings, cash accounts, private business holdings,
private assets, et cetera) to determine their total net-worth and estimate what percentage of that net worth is allocated to the
G&PM sector. Generally speaking, clients with less than 10% allocation to the G&PM sector should take action to contribute
capital to their INTAC account to a 20% allocation and as a reminder INTAC does not encourage clients to invest more than
20%, with a maximum of 30% depending on the circumstances, of their net-worth into the G&PM sector.

Then Go ‘Old Turkey’:
I love this story from Reminisces of a stock operator. It is as appropriate as the second phase of the gold and silver
secular bull market gets underway.
“Most let us call’ em customers — are alike. You find very few who can truthfully say that Wall Street doesn’t
owe them money. In Fullerton’s there were the usual crowd. All grades! Well, there was one old chap who was
not like the others. To begin with, he was a much older man.
Another thing was that he never volunteered advice and never bragged of his winnings. He was a great hand for
listening very attentively to the others. He did not seem very keen to get tips — that is, he never asked the talkers
what they’d heard or what they knew. But when somebody gave him one he always thanked the tipster very politely.
Sometimes he thanked the tipster again — when the tip turned out O.K. But if it went wrong he never whined, so
that nobody could tell whether he followed it or let it slide by.
It was a legend of the office that the old jigger was rich and could swing quite a line. But he wasn’t donating much
to the firm in the way of commissions; at least not that anyone could see. His name was Partridge, but they
nicknamed him Turkey behind his back, because he was so thick-chested and had a habit of strutting about the
various rooms, with the point of his chin resting on his breast.
The customers, who were all eager to be shoved and forced into doing things so as to lay the blame for failure on
others, used to go to old Partridge and tell him what some friend of a friend of an insider had advised them to do in
a certain stock. They would tell him what they had not done with the tip so he would tell them what they ought to
do. But whether the tip they had was to buy or to sell, the old chap’s answer was always the same. The customer
would finish the tale of his perplexity and then ask: “What do you think I ought to do?” Old Turkey would cock his
head to one side, contemplate his fellow customer with a fatherly smile, and finally he would say very impressively,
“You know, it’s a bull market!”
Time and again I heard him say, “Well, this is a bull market, you know!” as though he were giving to you a priceless
talisman wrapped up in a million-dollar accident-insurance policy. And of course I did not get his meaning.
One day a fellow named Elmer Harwood rushed into the office, wrote out an order and gave it to the clerk. Then
he rushed over to where Mr. Partridge was listening politely to John Fanning’s story of the time he overheard Keene
give an order to one of his brokers and all that John made was a measly three points on a hundred shares and of
course the stock had to go up twenty-four points in three days right after John sold out. It was at least the fourth
time that John had told him that tale of woe, but old Turkey was smiling as sympathetically as if it was the first time
he heard it. Well, Elmer made for the old man and, without a word of apology to John Fanning, told Turkey, “Mr.
Partridge, I have just sold my Climax Motors. My people say the market is entitled to a reaction and that I’ll be
able to buy it back cheaper. So you’d better do likewise. That is, if you’ve still got yours.”
Elmer looked suspiciously at the man to whom he had given the original tip to buy. The amateur, or gratuitous,
tipster always thinks he owns the receiver of his tip body and soul, even before he knows how the tip is going to
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turn out.” “Yes, Mr. Harwood, I still have it. Of course!” said Turkey gratefully. It was nice of Elmer to think of
the old chap.” “Well, now is the time to take your profit and get in again on the next dip,” said Elmer, as if he had
just made out the deposit slip for the old man.
Failing to perceive enthusiastic gratitude in the beneficiary’s face Elmer went on: “I have just sold every share I
owned!” From his voice and manner you would have conservatively estimated it at ten thousand shares. But Mr.
Partridge shook his head regretfully and whined, “No! No! I can’t do that!”: “What?” yelled Elmer. “I simply can’t!”
said Mr. Partridge. He was in great trouble.” “Didn’t I give you the tip to buy it?” You did, Mr. Harwood, and I am
very grateful to you. Indeed, I am, sir. But – “Hold on! Let me talk! And didn’t that stock go up seven points in
ten days? Didn’t it?” “It did, and I am much obliged to you, my dear boy. But I couldn’t think of selling that stock.”
“You couldn’t?” asked Elmer, beginning to look doubtful himself. It is a habit with most tip givers to be tip takers.
“No, I couldn’t.” “Why not?” And Elmer drew nearer. “Why, this is a bull market!” The old fellow said it as though
he had given a long and detailed explanation.” “That’s all right,” said Elmer, looking angry because of his
disappointment. “I know this is a bull market as well as you do. But you’d better slip them that stock of yours and
buy it back on the reaction. You might as well reduce the cost to yourself.” “My dear boy,” said old Partridge, in
great distress “my dear boy, if I sold that stock now I’d lose my position; and then where would I be?”
Elmer Harwood threw up his hands, shook his head and walked over to me to get sympathy: “Can you beat it?” he
asked me in a stage whisper. “I ask you!” I didn’t say anything. So he went on: “I give him a tip on Climax Motors.
He buys five hundred shares. He’s got seven points’ profit and I advise him to get out and buy ’em back on the
reaction that’s overdue even now. And what does he say when I tell him? He says that if he sells he’ll lose his job.
What do you know about that?” “I beg your pardon, Mr. Harwood; I didn’t say I’d lose my job,” cut in old Turkey.
“I said I’d lose my position. And when you are as old as I am and you’ve been through as many booms and panics
as I have, you’ll know that to lose your position is something nobody can afford; not even John D. Rockefeller. I
hope the stock reacts and that you will be able to repurchase your line at a substantial concession, sir. But I myself
can only trade in accordance with the experience of many years. I paid a high price for it and I don’t feel like
throwing away a second tuition fee. But I am as much obliged to you as if I had the money in the bank. It’s a bull
market, you know.” And he strutted away, leaving Elmer dazed.
What old Mr. Partridge said did not mean much to me until I began to think about my own numerous failures to
make as much money as I ought to when I was so right on the general market. The more I studied the more I
realized how wise that old chap was. He had evidently suffered from the same defect in his young days and knew
his own human weaknesses. He would not lay himself open to a temptation that experience had taught him was
hard to resist and had always proved expensive to him, as it was to me."

Additional Research Reports And Video Research Links Which Present The Fundamental Reasons
For Why The G&PM Sector May Well Produce The Greatest Bull Market In The History of Mankind:
Additional Reading Research:
We will send out additional research files by a separate email(s) which will contain the following information:
1) Baker Steel - Gold in a Negative Interest Rate Environment - April 2016
2) Baker Steel - January 2016 BSPM I Class Factsheet
3) Baker Steel - March 2016 BSPM I Class Factsheet
4) Baker Steel - Q1 2016 BSPM Investment Managers Commentary
5) FOMC - Press Release 16-04-27
6) INTAC - Gold Fund Analysis 16-03-31
7) INTAC - Top Global G&PM Fund Manager Bios 16-03-31
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8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)

INTAC Inv Com 2016-Q1 Video Research
INTAC Inv Com 2016-Q1 Web Research
PGF 1Q2016 Newsletter
PIMCO View Point - Rumpelstiltskin at the Fed 16-04
Sprott Physical Gold Trust
Sprott Physical Silver Trust
Sprott PM Watch 16-03
Sprott Precious Metals Market Update 16-03-09
TGLDX_Factsheet_4Q15
Van Eck - GDX Holdings 16-03-09
Van Eck - GDXJ Holdings 16-03-09
Van Eck Current G&PM Views (U.S.) - April 2016
Van Eck Gold Commentary 16-02
Van Eck Gold Commentary 16-03

We recommend that clients read this additional research, however by no means is it required, in an effort to stay even more
well informed on the critical considerations that relate to the important decisions that face all HNWI investors in regards to
rebalancing their overall - net worth / investment - asset allocation and in particular in consideration of their allocation to
alternative investment strategies and in particular G&PM.

Concluding Remarks:
Bottom-Line: Right now is a critical time for your investment accounts. The INTAC book is up well over 100% from the
January 19th low and after such explosive gains over a short period of time many investors are now waiting for a moderate pull
back (i.e. which we suspect will be short lived - if it occurs) which most likely will be the last opportunity to invest into these
incredible G&PM valuations.
I have been averaging down with additional capital contributions and plan to sell the final sail boat to average down further
and it looks like this capital will be deployed on the way back up - at higher levels. Once done with all my final capital
contributions over the balance of 2016 then my plan is to go “OLD TURKEY” (i.e. hold all my G&PM investments, the original
holdings and the new rebalanced and average down holdings, and utilize prudent margin as previously advised, until the year
2020 to 2022 in an effort to capitalize on the artificial gold crisis and make it the best investment opportunity of my life time).
We believe now is the last chance to turn the artificial gold crisis into the best investment opportunity of your life time. This
opportunity may well disappear very quickly. Time is of the essence.


Have you rebalanced your entire net worth to ensure that you have at least 10% in Gold and the G&PM sector?



Have you averaged down yet?



Have you started a dollar cost averaging plan?



Have you emailed us to follow up on our numerous requests to set a meeting for us to discuss your account and all of
the options available to you?

Please email me at mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com to request a date and time when we can discuss your account, this opportunity,
and all of the options available to you.
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We urge you to consider the investment strategies being employed in the context of prevailing market conditions in all of your
investment and savings accounts to ensure your overall allocation is diversified and prudent for your individual circumstances.
We are convinced that our INTAC Global Investments – Private Wealth Management – Global Portfolios are well positioned
for the medium to long-term and that our current bar-bell strategy – a leveraged overweight in gold and precious metals mining
shares and related investments with an active allocation in and out of cash equivalents / margin, will pro-offer stellar gains on
both an absolute and relative basis over the coming years.

Best Regards,

James Mark Plaxton

James Mark Plaxton B.Sc. Eng. / B.Comm. Minor
Founder, Executive Chairman, & CIO
Research Office: 1-284-495-9343
Cell: 1-284-542-4228
Skype: mplaxton
mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com
mplaxton@intacglobal.com

